
Damaso Ogaz  

Damaso Ogaz (Damaso Víctor Manuel Sánchez Ogaz) 
was born on August 17th, 1924 in Santiago, Chile and 
died in Caracas on March 14th, 1990. 
His artistic practice included painting, literature, poetry 
and theater. Ogaz was a leading proponent of Mail Art 
and an international pioneer of this art movement in 
Venezuela and Chile. Ogaz experimented with collages, 
drawings, paintings, and objects, along with postcards, 
stamps, slides, Xeroxed publications and handcrafted 
printed materials, all preferred for their easy distribu-
tion by mail.
He studied art and design in Santiago, where in 1961 he 
also began mounting exhibitions. In 1967 he moved 
permanently to Venezuela, joining the art-literary group 
El Techo de la Ballena and displayed his works - essays, 
poems, and drawings - alongside them. In 1968 he began 
teaching in different places in Venezuela and founded 
the Escuela Experimental de Diseño in Valera (1976). In 
addition, he founded the experimental magazines 
Cisoria Arte and Ediciones La Pata de Palo, both in the 
early 1970s. 
A solitary and anarchic artist by nature, Ogaz cultivated 
erudition and black humor while constructing hybrid 
images of disjointed figures and rough calligraphy. Ogaz 
did not seek many allegiances nor did he receive much 
praise beyond that of the writers and artists of El Techo 
de la Ballena. Although Ogaz was a follower of Surreal-
ism, he sought to go beyond dream plays. He appreciat-
ed canonical literature but preferred the chaotic and 
often subversive combination of words and images.
Ogaz’s work incorporates elements of the New Figura-
tion movement and Arte Informale, dissolved in a 
whirlwind of images and letters that accumulate on his 
collages, drawings and postal experiments. There the 
words flow, free of punctuation, with shredded syllables 
as if to escape the univocal nature of semantic conven-
tions. His language is torn between the playful and the 
rational. 
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6506, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt
envelope with typewriting, stickers, stamps, perforation and handwriting, series of prints
14.3 × 19 cm
17 × 13.5 cm
15 × 13 cm
11 × 15.5 cm















6507, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, 1985
collage on printed envelope with typewriting, stamps and handwriting, print, series of
photocopies partly of C(ART)A no. 38 and no. 39, with stamp
11 × 24 cm
17 × 10 cm
28 × 22 cm
11 × 15.5 cm













6514, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, 1981
printed stationery envelope of C(ART)A with stamps and typewriting, closed paper bag with
stamps and sticker containing a sequin as paper object
14 × 19.5 cm
7 × 14 cm







6510, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, 1980
envelope with typewriting, stamps, perforation and stickers, stapled prints as booklet with
stamps and transfer picture, collage with stamps and handwriting, print of C(ART)A no. 13
11 × 22 cm
16 × 10 cm
8 × 13 cm
28 × 21.7 cm























6511, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, 1981
envelope with typewriting, stamps, perforation and stickers, photograph with stamps, stapled
and closed paper bag with stamps containing a series of prints as paper object, stamps on
printed table napkin, printed ticket
envelope: 13.5 × 19 cm
photograph: 8.5 × 12 cm
paper object: 13 × 7 cm
partly unfolded napkin: 18.5 × 18.5 cm
ticket: 3 × 5.5 cm

























5110, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art
print with stamps and handwriting, numbered as ed. no. 22/200
15 × 10.5 cm





5111, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art to Robert Rehfeldt
collage with stamps, typewritten notes and handwriting
15.5 × 10.5 cm





5112, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art
collage of photograph on print
10.2 × 14.5 cm





5113, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art, 1974
print with stamps
15.5 × 10.5 cm





5108, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art to Robert Rehfeldt
drawing with stamps and handwritten notes
9.7 × 15.5 cm





5109, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art
prints as cards
10.3 × 14.8 cm





5114, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art
series of prints as cards
16 × 11 cm
11 × 16 cm











6512, Dámaso Ogaz
Mail Art to Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt, 1983
collage as envelope with stamps, typewriting on sticker, perforation, staples, drawing and
handwriting, collage on printed card with handwriting, collage on print with stamps and
handwriting and numbered as edition no. 5/33, print with drawing, collage on print with
drawing and print as C(ART)A no. 29, no. 30 and no. 31, series of prints, handwriting and
typewriting on print as thank you note
envelope: 18.5 × 25.5 cm
collage: 10.5 × 14.5 cm
collage: 15.5 × 10.5 cm
prints and collage as C(ART)A: 28 × 21.7 cm
prints: 16 × 12 cm
print: 12 × 15 cm
thank you note: 9.5 × 11 cm




























